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Abstract
Recent progress in self-supervised learning has resulted
in models that are capable of extracting rich representations
from image collections without requiring any explicit label
supervision. However, to date the vast majority of these
approaches have restricted themselves to training on stan-
dard benchmark datasets such as ImageNet. We argue that
fine-grained visual categorization problems, such as plant
and animal species classification, provide an informative
testbed for self-supervised learning. In order to facilitate
progress in this area we present two new natural world vi-
sual classification datasets, iNat2021 and NeWT. The for-
mer consists of 2.7M images from 10k different species up-
loaded by users of the citizen science application iNatural-
ist. We designed the latter, NeWT, in collaboration with
domain experts with the aim of benchmarking the perfor-
mance of representation learning algorithms on a suite of
challenging natural world binary classification tasks that
go beyond standard species classification. These two new
datasets allow us to explore questions related to large-scale
representation and transfer learning in the context of fine-
grained categories. We provide a comprehensive analysis
of feature extractors trained with and without supervision
on ImageNet and iNat2021, shedding light on the strengths
and weaknesses of different learned features across a di-
verse set of tasks. We find that features produced by stan-
dard supervised methods still outperform those produced by
self-supervised approaches such as SimCLR. However, im-
proved self-supervised learning methods are constantly be-
ing released and the iNat2021 and NeWT datasets are a
valuable resource for tracking their progress.
1. Introduction
Learning representations of images through self-
supervision alone has seen impressive advancement over
the last few years. There are tantalizing results that show
self-supervised methods, fine-tuned with 1% of the train-
ing labels, reaching the performance of their fully super-











Figure 1. Existing fine-grained image datasets are typically fo-
cused on a single task e.g. species identification. As natural world
media collections grow, we have the opportunity to extract in-
formation beyond species labels to answer important ecological
questions. For example, with the help of community scientists, re-
searchers from the NHMLA were able to curate over 500 images
of alligator lizards mating, a phenomenon seldomly recorded in
the existing scientific literature [18]. We analyze if trained feature
extractors can answer similar novel image understanding ques-
tions with minimal additional training and present NeWT, a di-
verse benchmark of natural world visual understanding tasks such
as animal health, life-stage, behavior, among others.
amounts of data is typically not the bottleneck. Rather, it
is the subsequent labeling of that data that consumes vast
amounts of money and time. This is further compounded
in fine-grained domains, e.g. medicine or the natural world,
where sufficiently well trained annotators are few or their
time is expensive. If the benefits of self-supervised learn-
ing come to full fruition, then the applicability and impact
of computer vision models across many domains will see a
rapid increase.
One particular domain that is well suited for this type of
advancement is the study of the natural world through pho-
tographs collected by communities of enthusiasts. Websites
such as iNaturalist [1] and eBird [54] amass large collec-
tions of media annually. To date, there are 60M images in
iNaturalist spanning the tree of life and 25M images of birds
from around the world in eBird, both representing point-
in-time records of wildlife. Identifying the species in an
image has been well studied by the computer vision com-
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munity [60, 32, 3, 58], however this is only the tip of the
iceberg in terms of questions one may wish to answer us-
ing these vast collections. These datasets contain evidence
of the health and state of the individuals depicted, along
with their behavior. Having an automated system mine this
data for these types of properties could help scientists fill in
missing pieces of basic natural history information that are
crucial for our understanding of global biodiversity and help
measure the loss of biodiversity due to human impact [6].
To give one example, science is ignorant to the nest-
ing requirements of thousands of bird species, including the
vulnerable Pink-throated Brilliant (Heliodoxa gularis) [67].
Knowing how and where this species builds its nest is a cru-
cial piece of information needed when discussing conser-
vation based interventions, particularly as it pertains to the
ability of this species to exist in degraded and fragmented
habitats [67]. While nothing can replace the capabilities of a
biologist in the field, citizen science projects like eBird and
iNaturalist are collecting raw images that could help answer
some of these questions. However, herein lies the problem.
It is currently a daunting task to label training datasets for
these specialized questions that would satisfy the data ap-
petite of an off-the-shelf deep network.
Self-supervised learning is one potential solution that
could alleviate the labeling burden by taking advantage
of large media collections. While most research on self-
supervised learning focuses on ImageNet [52], in this work
we expand these techniques to the natural world domain
and fine-grained classification. Following Goyal et al. [20],
we maintain that a good representation should generalize
to many different tasks, with limited supervision or fine-
tuning. We do not investigate self-supervised learning as an
initialization scheme for a model that is further optimized
and finetuned, but rather as a way to learn feature repre-
sentations themselves. Importantly, [20] point out that self-
supervised feature learning and subsequent feature evalua-
tion on the same dataset does not test the generalization of
the features. Inspired by this, we present a new large-scale
pretraining dataset and new benchmark tasks specifically
designed to enable us to ask questions about the general-
ization of self-supervised learning on natural world image
collections.
We make the following three contributions:
• iNat2021 - A new large-scale image dataset collected
and annotated by community scientists that contains
over 2.7M images from 10k different species.
• NeWT - A new suite of 164 challenging natural world
visual benchmark tasks that are motivated by real
world image understanding use cases.
• A detailed evaluation of self-supervised learning in the
context of natural world image collections. We show
that despite recent progress, self-supervised features
still lag behind supervised variants.
2. Related Work
2.1. Learning Visual Representations
Transfer learning using features extracted from deep
networks that have been trained via supervision on large
datasets results in powerful features that can be applied to
many downstream tasks [14, 63]. However, there is evi-
dence to suggest that pretraining on datasets such as Ima-
geNet [52] is less effective on fine-grained categories when
the labels are not well represented in the source dataset [34].
Self-supervised learning, i.e. learning visual representations
without requiring explicit label supervision, is an exciting
research area that, if successful, could provide a much more
scalable way to learn representations for a wide variety of
tasks – including fine-grained ones.
Earlier work in self-supervised learning in vision in-
volved framing the learning problem via proxy tasks e.g.
predicting context from image patches [13, 49], image col-
orization [65], or predicting image rotation [19], to name
a few. The most effective recent approaches have focused
on contrastive learning based training objectives [25, 24],
where the aim is to learn features from images such that
augmented versions of the same image are nearby in the
feature space, and other images are further away. This can
require a large batch size during training to ensure that there
are a sufficient number of useful negatives [8] – which ne-
cessitates large compute resources during training. Recent
advances include memory banks to address the need for
large batches [61, 26, 10], additional embedding layers [9],
and more advanced augmentations [7], among others.
In our experiments, we compare the performance of sev-
eral leading self-supervised learning algorithms [8, 10, 7, 9]
to conventional supervised learning in the context of fine-
grained pretraining to try to understand what gap, if any,
exists between the features learned by these very different
paradigms on natural world image classification tasks.
2.2. Benchmarking Representation Learning
Like Cui et al.[12], we are also interested in under-
standing how well models trained on large-scale natu-
ral world datasets can transfer to downstream fine-grained
tasks. However, [12] only explored transfer learning us-
ing fully supervised, as opposed to self-supervised, train-
ing. [53] combined self-supervised and meta learning and
showed improved few-shot classification accuracy for fine-
grained categories. Instead of jointly training our models,
we decouple feature learning from classification so that we
can better understand generalization performance.
Our work can be seen as a continuation of recent at-
tempts to benchmark the performance of self-supervised
learning e.g. [20, 33, 64]. We swap out their pretext tasks
for more recent approaches and utilize natural world evalu-
ation datasets containing a mix of fine and coarse-grained
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visual concepts to test the generalization of the learned
features. This is in contrast to standard computer vision
datasets or synthetic tasks [46] that are commonly used for
evaluation.
The majority of existing self-supervised methods train
on ImageNet [52]. There are some exceptions, such as
[20] and [21] that also train on alternative datasets such
as YFCC100M [55] and Places205 [66], respectively. We
present results obtained by learning representations ob-
tained through self-supervision alone on a large-scale nat-
ural world dataset – as opposed to just linear evalua-
tion [45, 7, 15] or finetuning in this domain [26].
2.3. Fine-Grained Datasets
The vision community is not lacking in image datasets.
The set of existing datasets include those that are large-scale
and span broad category groups e.g. [52, 35], through to
smaller, but densely annotated, ones e.g. [16, 40, 38, 23]. In
addition, there are a number of domain specific (i.e. “fine-
grained”) datasets covering object categories such as air-
planes [44, 59], birds [60, 3, 57, 36], dogs [32, 51, 42],
fashion [31], flowers [47, 48], food [4, 28], leaves [39], ve-
hicles [37, 41, 62, 17], and, of course, human faces [29,
50, 22, 5]. Most closely related to our work are the exist-
ing iNaturalist species classification datasets [58, 2], which
contain a set of coarse and fine-grained species classifica-
tion problems.
Distinct from these existing datasets, our new NeWT
dataset presents a rich set of evaluation tasks that are not
solely focused on one type of visual challenge e.g. species
classification. Instead, NeWT contains a wide variety of
tasks encompassing behavior, health, context, among oth-
ers. Most importantly, our tasks are informed by natural
world domain experts and are thus grounded in real-world
use cases. Paired with our new iNat2021 dataset, which
contains five times more training images and nearly 20%
more categories than the largest previous version [58], they
serve as a valuable tool to enable us to better understand
and evaluate progress in both transfer and self-supervised
learning in challenging visual domains.
3. The iNaturalist 2021 Dataset
3.1. Dataset Overview
While several large-scale natural world datasets already
exist, the current largest one, iNat2017 [58], only contains
half the number of training images as ImageNet [52]. To
better facilitate research in representation learning for this
domain, we introduce a new image dataset called iNat2021.
iNat2021 consists of 2.7M training images, 100k validation
images, and 500k test images, and represents images from
10k species spanning the entire tree of life. In addition to its
overall scale, the main distinguishing feature of iNat2021 is
that it contains at least 152 images in the training set for
each species. We provide a comparison to existing datasets
in Table 1 and a breakdown of the image distribution in Ta-
ble 3. Unlike previous iterations, we have split the training
and testing images in iNat2021 by a specific date and have
allowed a particular photographer to have images in both
the train and test splits. There is an intuitive interpretation
to this decision: we are retroactively building a computer
vision training dataset, composed of data that was submit-
ted over a year ago, to classify the most observed species
in the last year, which is our test set. While there are many
ways we could have decided the train and test split crite-
ria, we believe this is particularly natural and lends itself
well to future updates (the date split simply increases by a
year). A detailed description of the steps we took to create
the dataset are outlined in the supplementary material.
In addition to the full sized dataset, we have also created
a smaller version (iNat2021 mini) that contains 50 training
images per species, sampled from the full train split. These
two different training splits allows researchers to explore
the benefits of training algorithms on five times more data.
The mini dataset also keeps the training set size reasonable
for desktop-scale experiments. In addition to the images
themselves, we also include latitude, longitude, and time
data for each, facilitating research that incorporates addi-
tional meta data to improve fine-grained classification ac-
curacy, e.g. [43, 11].
3.2. Comparisons to iNat2017-2019
In Table 1 we compare the new iNat2021 dataset with
previous datasets built from iNaturalist. iNat2017 was the
first large-scale species classification dataset [58]. iNat2018
addressed the long tail problem inherent in large-scale me-
dia repositories. iNat2019 attempted to focus specifically
on genera with large number of species (at least 10), result-
ing in a smaller dataset consisting of many 10-way fine-
grained classification problems. Our iNat2021 dataset is
similar to iNat2017 and iNat2018 in terms of its large-scale
scope, however we incorporate the iNat2019 style focus on
fine-grained challenges with our introduction of the NeWT
collection of evaluation datasets, see Section 4. While we
have effectively removed the long tail training distribution
that was the focus of other iNat datasets, we have included
sufficient images per species where this phenomena can still
be studied by systematically removing data. More data
per species has the effect of decreasing the difficulty of
iNat2021 in the purely supervised setting, but we believe
that the additional images for each category are essential
to enable us to systematically evaluate the effectiveness of
self-supervised learning for natural world visual categories.
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dataset # classes # train # val # test min # ims max # ims avg # ims
iNat2017 [58] 5,089 579,184 95,986 182,707 9 3919 114
iNat2018 [2] 8,142 437,513 24,426 149,394 2 1,000 54
iNat2019 [2] 1,010 265,213 3,030 35,350 16 500 263
iNat2021 mini 10,000 500,000 ∗100,000 ∗500,000 50 50 50
iNat2021 10,000 2,686,843 ∗100,000 ∗500,000 152 300 267
Table 1. Comparison of iNat2021 dataset to previous iterations. iNat2021 is more than five times larger than existing large-scale species
classification datasets, making it a valuable tool for benchmarking representation learning. Min, max, and avg refer to the number of
images per class in the respective training sets. ∗Both variants of iNat2021 use the same validation and test sets.
train split top-1 top-2 top-3 top-4 top-5
iNat2021 mini 0.654 0.759 0.806 0.833 0.851
iNat2021 0.760 0.848 0.882 0.901 0.914
iNat2021 mini * 0.616 0.722 0.769 0.798 0.818
iNat2021 * 0.746 0.836 0.872 0.891 0.904
Table 2. Top-K Accuracy on the iNat2021 test set. Models marked
with a * have been initialized with random weights, otherwise Im-









Insects 2,526 663,682 0.813 0.715
Fungi 341 90,048 0.786 0.707
Plants 4,271 1,148,702 0.800 0.692
Mollusks 169 44,670 0.756 0.670
Animalia 142 37,042 0.747 0.654
Fish 183 45,166 0.725 0.640
Arachnids 153 40,687 0.704 0.582
Birds 1,486 414,847 0.662 0.537
Mammals 246 68,917 0.590 0.496
Reptiles 313 86,830 0.554 0.430
Amphibians 170 46,252 0.526 0.417
Table 3. Number of species, training images, and mean test accu-
racy in iNat2021 for each iconic group. ‘Animalia’ is a catch-all
category that contains species that do not fit in the other iconic
groups. For the mini train split, each species has 50 train images.
3.3. Baseline Supervised Experiments
We train ResNet50 [27] networks, both with and with-
out ImageNet initialization, to benchmark the performance
of iNat2021. Table 2 shows the top-k accuracy achieved
when training using the full and mini datasets, and Table 3
shows the top-1 accuracy broken down by iconic groups.
The model trained on the mini dataset results in a top-1
accuracy of 65.4%, while the full model achieves 76.0%,
showing that an increase from 500k training images to 2.7M
results in an ∼11 percentage point increase in accuracy.
The corresponding top-1 results for the validation set are
65.8% and 76.4%. On average, insects are the best perform-
ing iconic group, and amphibians are the worst performing
group. While these average statistics are interesting, we
do not believe they demonstrate that insects are necessar-
ily “easier” to identify than amphibians. We are most likely
seeing a bias in the iNat2021 dataset. Perhaps, on average,
it is easier to take a close-up photograph of an insect than it
is to photograph an amphibian. Or perhaps the amphibian
species have more visual modalities than insects. Finally,
we observe that models trained from randomly initialized
weights perform slightly worse than those trained from Im-
ageNet initialization, but the gap closes when training on
the full dataset.
4. NeWT: Natural World Tasks
Large media repositories, such as Flickr, the Macaulay
Library, and iNaturalist have been utilized to create species
classification datasets such as CUB [60], BirdSnap [3],
NABirds [57], and the collection of iNaturalist competition
datasets [58]. These datasets have become standard experi-
mental resources for computer vision researchers and have
been used to benchmark the progress of classification mod-
els over the last decade. Improvements on these datasets
have in turn led to the incorporation of these models into
useful applications that assist everyday users in recogniz-
ing the wildlife around them, e.g. [39, 30, 56]. However,
there are far more questions that biologists and practition-
ers would like to ask of these large media repositories in
addition to “What species is in this photo?” For exam-
ple, an ornithologist may like to ask, “Does this photo con-
tain a nest?” or “Does this photo show an adult feeding
a nestling?” Similarly, a herpetologist may like to ask,
“Does this photo show mating behavior for the Southern
Alligator Lizard?” Researchers can certainly answer these
questions themselves for a few images. The problem is the
scale of these archives, and the fact that they are continually
growing. Can a computer vision model be used to answer
these questions? While we do not have large collections
of datasets labeled with nests or eggs or mating behavior,
we do have large-scale species classification datasets. This
raises the question about the adaptability of a model trained
for species classification to these new types of questions.
Similarly, with the recent advances in self-supervised learn-
ing there is the potential for a self-supervised model to be
readily adapted to answer these varied tasks. To help ad-
dress these questions we have constructed a collection of
Natural World Tasks (NeWT) that can be used to bench-
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Figure 2. Example image pairs from a binary classification task within each coarse task grouping of the NeWT dataset
NeWT is comprised of 164 highly curated binary clas-
sification tasks sourced from iNaturalist, the Macaulay Li-
brary, and the NABirds dataset, among others. No images
from NeWT occur in the iNat2021 training dataset, and the
images in tasks not sourced from iNaturalist are reason-
ably similar to images found on iNaturalist. This makes the
iNat2021 dataset a perfect pretraining dataset for NeWT.
Unlike some of the potential data quality issues found in
iNat2021 (see supplementary material), each task in NeWT
has been vetted for data quality with the assistance of do-
main experts. While species classification still plays a large
role in NeWT (albeit reduced down to difficult fine-grained
pairs of species), the addition of other types of tasks makes
this dataset uniquely positioned to determine how well dif-
ferent pretrained models can answer various natural world
questions. Each task has approximately uniform positive
and negative samples, as well as approximately uniform
train and test samples. The size of each task is modest, on
the order of 50-100 images per class per split (for a total of
200-400 images per task), which makes them very conve-
nient for training and evaluating linear classifiers. We have
coarsely categorized the tasks into eight groups (see Fig-
ure 2 for visual examples) with the total number of binary
tasks per group in parentheses:
• Appearance - Age (14) Tasks where the age of the
species is the decision criteria, e.g. “Is this a hatch-year
Whimbrel?”
• Appearance - Attribute (7): Tasks where a specific at-
tribute of an organism is used to make the decision, e.g.
“Is the deer leucistic?”
• Appearance - Health (9): Tasks where the health of the
organism is the decision criteria, e.g. “Is the plant dis-
eased?”
• Appearance - Species (102): Tasks where the goal is
to distinguish two visually similar species. This can in-
clude species from iNat2021, but with new, unseen train-
ing data, and tasks from species not included in iNat2021.
• Behavior (16) Tasks where the evidence of a behavior is
the decision criteria, e.g. “Are the lizards mating?”
• Context (8) Tasks where the immediate or surrounding
context of the organism is the decision criteria, e.g. “Is
the hummingbird feeding at a flower?”
• Counting (2) Tasks where the number of specific in-
stances is the decision criteria, e.g. “Are there multiple
bird species present?”
• Gestalt (6) Tasks where the quality, composition, or type
of photo is the decision criteria, e.g. “Is this a high quality
or low quality photograph of a bird?”
5. Experiments
Here we present an analysis of different learned im-
age representations trained on multiple datasets and evalu-
ate their effectiveness on existing fine-grained datasets and
NeWT.
5.1. Implementation Details
Given a specific configuration of {feature extractor, pre-
training dataset, training objective}, our feature represen-
tation evaluation protocol is the same for all experiments.
Every experiment uses the ResNet50 [27] model as the fea-
ture extractor, with some experiments modifying the width
multiplier parameter of the network to 4. We consider Im-
ageNet, iNat2018, iNat2021, and the iNat2021 mini dataset
for the pretraining dataset. The training objective can either
be a supervised classification loss (standard cross-entropy)
or one of the following self-supervised objectives: Sim-
CLR [8], SimCLR v2 [9], SwAV [7], or MoCo v2 [10].
The supervised experiments using iNat2021 mini and
iNat2018 are trained for 65-90 epochs, starting from Ima-
geNet initialization, and we used the model checkpoint that
performed the best on the respective validation set. The su-
pervised experiments using iNat2021 were trained for 20
epochs, also starting from ImageNet initialization. For self-
supervised techniques pretrained on ImageNet, we make
use of model checkpoint files accompanying the official im-
plementation of the method. For models self-supervised
on iNat datasets we used default parameters from the re-
spective techniques unless otherwise stated. Our experi-
ments using SimCLR v2 on iNat datasets do not incorporate
knowledge distillation from a larger network nor the MoCo
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iNat2021 Mini SimCLR x4
iNat2021 Mini SimCLR v2
iNat2021 Mini SwAV
iNat2021 Mini MoCo v2
Figure 3. Fine-grained evaluation. The mean top-1 accuracy difference between “off-the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features and other
pretraining strategies on existing fine-grained datasets. For context, the accuracy of the ImageNet features are printed above the dataset
labels along the x-axis. All methods utilize a ResNet50 backbone architecture, and all experiments use features extracted by the last
convolution block (dim=2048) to train a linear SVM using SGD (x4 models have dim=8192). Techniques that make use of supervised
pretraining have a solid stem line, while techniques that use self-supervision for pretraining have a dashed stem line. Techniques that
utilize ImageNet have a triangle marker, techniques that utilize an iNat dataset with supervision have a circle marker, and techniques that
utilize an iNat dataset with a self-supervision training objective have a star marker. Several patterns are apparent: (1) Self-supervised
methods rarely do better than “off-the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features. (2) Pretraining on iNat datasets with supervision leads to
better results on downstream tasks that contain categories similar to those found in iNat datasets (i.e. flowers and birds), but this does not
hold for self-supervised objectives. (3) Self-supervised models trained on ImageNet do better than their iNat counterparts. For detailed
accuracy numbers see the supplementary material.
style memory mechanism; instead we train the ResNet50
backbone using a 3-layer projection head instead of the 2-
layer projection head found in the original SimCLR objec-
tive. See the supplementary material for additional details
on model training.
After training the ResNet50 model on the selected
dataset, it is then used as a feature extractor on “down-
stream” evaluation datasets. Images are resized so the
smaller edge is 256 then we take a center crop of 224x224,
which is then passed through the model. No other form
of augmentation is used. Features are extracted from the
last convolutional block of the ResNet50 model and have
a dimension of 2048 unless the width of the network was
modified to 4, in which case the dimension is 8192. A lin-
ear model is then trained on these features and the associ-
ated ground truth class labels. Details of the linear model
are provided below. We use top-1 accuracy on the held out
test set of the respective “downstream” dataset as the eval-
uation metric for the linear model. We compare different
feature representations by measuring the relative change in
accuracy when using supervised ImageNet features as the
baseline (∆ ACC in Figure 3 and Figure 4). We chose su-
pervised ImageNet features as the baseline because these
features are readily accessible to nearly all practitioners,
requiring zero additional training and very little computa-
tional resources. To facilitate reproducibility, all pretrained
models are accessible from our GitHub project page.
5.2. Experiments on Fine-Grained Datasets
In this section we demonstrate the utility of iNat2021
as a pretraining dataset for existing fine-grained datasets.
The extracted features are evaluated on Flowers102 [48],
CUB [60], NABirds [57], StanfordDogs [32], and Stanford-
Cars [37]. We also present results on CUBExpert, which
is the standard CUB dataset but the class labels have been
verified and cleaned by domain experts [57]. For these ex-
periments, the linear model is a SVM trained using SGD for
a maximum of 3k epochs with a stopping criteria tolerance
of 1e−5. For every experiment, we use 3-fold cross vali-
dation to determine the appropriate regularization constant
α ∈ [1e−6, 1e−5, 1e−4, 1e−3, 1e−2, 0.1, 1, 10].
We present the relative accuracy changes in relation to
supervised ImageNet features for the various techniques in
Figure 3. Please consult the supplementary material for
specific accuracy values. Overall we find that supervised
techniques produce the best features for all datasets except
Stanford Cars, where the SwAV model trained on ImageNet
produced the best features. The iNat2021 supervised model
is the best performing on Flowers102, CUB, and CUBEx-
pert; the iNat2018 supervised model is the best on NABirds,
narrowly eclipsing the iNat2021 supervised model (0.806
vs. 0.804 top-1 accuracy); and the supervised ImageNet
model is the best on StanfordDogs. When considering self-
supervised methods, the SwAV model trained on ImageNet
is consistently the top performer except for the Flowers102
dataset, where the SimCLR x4 model trained on iNat2021
mini achieves better performance (using a 4x larger feature
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vector than the SwAV model).
In terms of pretraining datasets for self-supervised
techniques, the ImageNet dataset appears better than the
iNat2021 dataset: note the lines for self-supervised meth-
ods trained on iNat2021 and iNat2021 mini in Figure 3
are uniformly below their ImageNet counterparts for all
datasets except Flowers102. While not particular surprising
for the Stanford Dogs and Cars datasets that differ funda-
mentally from the iNaturalist domain, this is a surprising re-
sult for the bird datasets: CUB, CUBExpert, and NABirds.
The ImageNet dataset has about 60 species of birds with
∼60k training images, while the iNat2021 dataset has 1,486
species with 414,847 and 74,300 training images in the
large and mini splits respectively. Even with increased
species and training samples, the ImageNet dataset out per-
forms the iNat2021 dataset on downstream bird tasks. Per-
haps this is an artifact of the types of images within these
datasets as opposed to the domain of the datasets. The
self-supervised techniques considered in this work were de-
signed for ImageNet, therefore their default augmentation
strategy appears to be designed for objects that take up a
large fraction of the image size. Applying these strategies
to datasets where objects do not necessarily take up large
fraction of the image size (like iNat2021) appears to be in-
appropriate. See the supplementary material for an analysis
of the sizes of bird bounding boxes across the datasets.
Note that supervised methods can still recover discrimi-
native features from the iNat datasets (see the performance
of supervised iNat2021 and iNat2021 mini in Figure 3), so
it should be feasible for self-supervised methods to lever-
age these datasets to learn better representations. Interest-
ingly, the effect of data size is not very apparent in Fig-
ure 3 for the experiments that use the large and mini variants
of the iNat2021 dataset. While performance on the actual
iNat2021 improved by 11 percentage points when switch-
ing from the mini to the large (see Table 2), we do not see a
similar level of improvement for downstream tasks.
5.3. Experiments on NeWT
In this section we use the collection of binary tasks in
NeWT as “downstream” classification tasks to investigate
the effect of different pretraining methods. For these exper-
iments the linear model is a SVM trained using liblinear for
a maximum of 1k iterations with a stopping criteria toler-
ance of 1e−5. For every experiment, we use 3-fold cross
validation to determine the appropriate regularization con-
stant C ∈ [1e−4, 1e−3, 1e−2, 0.1, 1, 10, 1e2, 1e3].
The supervised ImageNet model achieved an average ac-
curacy of 0.744 across all 164 NeWT tasks. The supervised
iNat2021 model achieved the best average accuracy with a
score of 0.806, followed by the supervised iNat2021 mini
model at 0.793 and then the supervised iNat2018 model at
0.791. For self-supervised models, the SwAV model trained
on ImageNet did the best at 0.733 average accuracy. We
show the relative accuracy changes in relation to supervised
ImageNet features for the various techniques in Figure 4,
see the supplementary material for specific accuracy values.
For the Appearance based tasks in NeWT (which fo-
cus on a specific individual in the photo), we can see that
there is a clear benefit to doing supervised pretraining on
data from iNaturalist (using either iNat2018, iNat2021, or
iNat2021 mini). Species classification, unsurprisingly, and
Age have the biggest improvement followed by Attribute
and then Health. We do not see the same benefit when
using self-supervision for these Appearance based tasks.
We instead find self-supervised models performing worse
on average than ImageNet supervised features, even though
they are trained on data from iNaturalist. Similarly, the Be-
havior tasks benefited from supervised pretraining on iNat
datasets, but did not benefit from self-supervised pretrain-
ing. No method significantly improved performance on the
Context tasks compared to supervised ImageNet features.
All methods did relatively poorly on the two Counting tasks
(0.59 baseline performance, note that chance is 50%). This
could highlight the inappropriateness of using a classifier
for detection style tasks, or it could highlight a particularly
disappointing generalization behavior of these models. The
SimCLR method trained on iNat2021 is a notable outlier
in this experiment but the reason is unclear. Interestingly,
all self-supervised models appear to provide a benefit over
supervised ImageNet features and supervised iNat features
for the Gestalt tasks, where the whole image needs to be
analyzed as opposed to focusing on a particular subject.
Similar to the fine-grained datasets result, we see a re-
duced improvement between the iNat2021 large and mini
datasets on the NeWT tasks as compared to evaluating on
the iNat2021 test set. The SimCLR model achieved 0.678
mean accuracy using the iNat2021 mini split, and 0.689
with the full dataset. The supervised model went from
0.793 mean accuracy to 0.806. This result is surprising
given the typical expectation of performance improvement
when training with more data. Goyal et al. [20] perform ex-
periments where they scale the amount of training data by a
factor of 10, 50, and 100 and they see a larger performance
gain for the ResNet50 model, albeit using Jigsaw [49] and
Colorization [65] as pretext tasks, and Pascal VOC07 [16]
as the downstream task. So either 5x more data is not a
sufficient data increase, or self-supervision objectives like
SimCLR behave differently.
While the experiments on existing fine-grained datasets
in Figure 3 showed a benefit to using ImageNet over
iNat2021 as the pretraining dataset for self-supervision, the
NeWT results are much more mixed. For example SimCLR
trained using ImageNet achieves better performance on av-
erage for the Appearance - Age tasks than SimCLR trained
using iNat2021 (0.702 vs 0.688), but the results are flipped
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Figure 4. NeWT evaluation. The mean top-1 accuracy difference between “off-the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features and various other
pretraining strategies on the NeWT dataset, divided into related groups. See Figure 3 for information regarding the plot organization and
interpretation. Several patterns are apparent: (1) Supervised learning using iNaturalist data achieves better performance on NeWT tasks
that focus on species appearance and behavior. (2) Self-supervised learning achieves better performance compared to supervised methods
on the Gestalt tasks, i.e. tasks that do not focus on a particular individual. (3) For self-supervision, we do not see a consistent benefit
to using iNat2021 over ImageNet (unlike Figure 3); sometimes pretraining on iNat2021 leads to better performance than pretraining on
ImageNet, other times it is reversed. For detailed accuracy numbers see the supplementary material.
5.4. Discussion
We summarize our main findings:
Supervised ImageNet features are a strong baseline.
The off-the-shelf supervised ImageNet features were often
much better than the features derived from self-supervised
models trained on either ImageNet or iNat2021. This ap-
plies to supervised iNat2021 features as well. It is currently
easier to achieve downstream performance gains from a
model trained with a supervised objective (assuming it is
possible to get labels).
Fine-grained classification is challenging for self-
supervised models. For most self-supervised methods per-
formance is not close to supervised methods for the fine-
grained datasets tested, see Figure 3. However, the SwAV
method has closed the gap and is better in some cases
(e.g. Stanford Cars). This trend did not hold when SwAV
was trained on iNat2021 mini data.
Not all tasks are equal. Self-supervised features can be
more effective compared to supervised ones for certain
tasks (e.g. see the Gestalt tasks in NeWT in Figure 4). This
highlights the value of benchmarking performance on a var-
ied set of classification tasks, in addition to conventional
object classification.
More data does not help methods as much for down-
stream tasks. While we observe a large boost in accu-
racy on the iNat2021 test set when we increase the amount
of training data (+11 percentage points, see Tables 2 and
3), this boost is much smaller for both supervised and self-
supervised models on the fine-grained datasets and NeWT
(see the differences between iNat2021 large and mini for the
supervised and SimCLR experiments in Figures 3 and 4).
Self-supervised ImageNet training settings do not nec-
essarily generalize. The performance gap between su-
pervised and self-supervised features on downstream tasks
is closing when the feature extractor is trained on Ima-
geNet. However, the gap between supervised and self-
supervised features is much larger when the the feature ex-
tractor is trained on iNat2021. This potentially points to
self-supervised training settings being overfit to ImageNet
e.g. via hyperparameters or the image augmentations used.
6. Conclusion
We presented, and benchmarked, the iNat2021 and
NeWT datasets. The iNat2021 dataset contains 2.7M train-
ing images covering 10k species. As a large-scale image
dataset we have shown its utility as a powerful pretrain-
ing network for a variety of existing fine-grained datasets
as well as the NeWT dataset. Our NeWT dataset expands
beyond the question of “What species is this?”, to incor-
porate questions that challenge models to identify behav-
iors, health, and context questions as they relate to wildlife
captured in photographs. Our experiments on NeWT re-
veal interesting performance differences between super-
vised and self-supervised learning methods. While super-
vised learning appears to still have an edge over existing
self-supervised approaches, new methods are constantly be-
ing introduced by the research community. The iNat2021
and NeWT datasets should serve as a valuable resource for
benchmarking these new techniques as they expose chal-
lenges not present in the standard datasets currently in use.
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